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The mures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. Select the correct answer :
«5ource of energy at theWhat was the sotirceo

time of origin of life?
(i) Heat

(ii) Cosmic rays
(iU) Lightning

AU of the above
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(b) In which era did unicellular organisms
ongmate?

(i) Paleozoic era

(ii) Proterozoic era
(Ui) Archeozoic era

(iv) Mesozoic era

(c) Which of the f/>ii
Dronn«5f»H K t ideas wasproposed by Lamarck?

fi) Use and disn«5« ^
of structures

(ii) Natural selection
(Hi) Struggle for existence
(w) None of the above

(^) ^ drastic redimfiA
populatibn « the size of a
frequency is called'^ change allele
fi) the bottleneck effect
(fi) the founder effect
(Hi) the gene flow effect
(w) mutation

(e) Which of the foUo •
least closely related^^ organisms are
0 Organisms that oi,
fli) Organisms that 2' ̂
(Hi) Organisms that '2' ̂
P") Organisms that '2' ̂

Share a species
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2. Write short notes on any two of the
following : 4x2=8

(a) RNA world

(b) Bottleneck phenomenon

(c) Allopatric Speciation

(d) Origin of variations

3. Describe the process of chemical origin of life
on earth. Which experiment supported this
theory? 6+2=8

Or

Explain the process of origin of species

described by Darwin.
as

8

4. What are transitional forms? Describe one

transitional form of fossil. Add a note on

evolution of horse. 1+3+4=8

Or

What is a molecular clock? Explain the
neutral theory of molecular evolution. 2+6=8

5. Discuss the role of mutation in changing
allele frequencies. What are the factors that
disrupt Hardy-Weinberg equiUbrium? 4+4=8
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